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We provide funeral assistance for you and your family in the U.S., Latin America, and the 

Caribbean, because we know that during a loss you need to cope with grief and take 

time to be with your loved ones.   

We have funeral assistance memberships starting at $25 USD per month so that you are 

never alone.  You can mourn without the added worry of having to plan a funeral and 

incurring high funeral expenses that can average $8,000 USD at the time of the event.   

 

 Choose the best funeral membership plan for you  
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Our funeral assistance plans are designed  to be with you and 

your loved ones every step of the way 

Excellent benefits with each membership to ensure your peace of mind 

 Funeral or cremation service and transfer of the deceased to the local funeral home or 

crematorium. 

 Body preparation. 

 Visitation room (for the basic time of each funeral home that provides the service) or 

home visitation team according to the use and custom  of the locality.  

 In the event that the client chooses cremation, the funeral home selects the crematori-

um for the preparation and final disposition of the deceased. 

 Remembrance package. 

 Standard urn ( according to country regulations). 

 Final destination in accordance with the legal provisions of the country selected—lot or 

vault.  Services and adaptation rights if the lot or vault is owned bynthe holder. 

 Legal and civil procedures:  Consulate, Public Health, Death Certificate. 

 Air ticket for the plan holder in economy class subject to airline’s availability from the 

United States (round trip) with the sole purpose of accompanying his/her beneficiary in 

the funeral process. 
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Funeral Assistance Plans Available 

 There are 2 sets of plans available for use Family Plans and Silver 

Plans 

 The Family Plan can protect up to 7 people for $75 per month 

or $900 per year.  

 Using the family plan can enable up to 2 people age 65 to 80 

parent or spouse of the plan holder to take advantage of the 

plan and then 5 other people  who don’t have to be related.  

The plan holder must be between age 18 and 65. 

 As people leave the plan others can be added on the annual an-

niversary of the plan. 

 The Silver Plan is available for 2 persons who are between 65 

and 80 years and are related or significant others for $900/yr 

 There is also a single Silver Plan for $520 for 1 person between 

the age of 65 and 80. 

 Exclusions— 

• People who are terminally ill, have a  brain tumor, are

on dialysis or a cancer diagnosis cannot be included on

these plans.
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Exclusions 

 No repatriation to the US. 

 No Parents/spouse over 80 years of age 

 Round-trip air tickets to any destination in 

the US, Latin American or the Caribbean only 

applies to the membership holder in order to 

accompany the deceased individual.  

 If at the time of the event a different funeral 

company is contracted, the service will no 

longer be provided.  

Eligibility for Benefits 

 Accidental death, violent death or suicide: 3 

business days after signing up for member-

ship.  

 Normal death: 180 days after signing up for 

membership. 
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